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The editorial board will consider for publication in the Proceedings
papers submitted by members of the Academy. The editorial board reserves
the right to select from papers submitted those most deserving of publica
tion. Each member offering a paper accepted for publication is allowed
one page of space in the Proceedings without cost. Space beyond this limit
shall be available at a per-page cost to be fixed by the Executive Council,
this cost to be kept as low as the financial condition of the academy will
permit. Authors shall also supply or be assessed the cost of supplying
any necessary etchings and engravings.

Manuscripts should be original typed copies, double spaced throughout.
:\largins of at least 1.5 inches should be left on all sides to permit proof
marking and required editorial changes. Leave all headings unscored.
These will be proofmarked by the editor in accordance with the practice
of the journal. Avoid footnotes as far as possible. When footnotes are
used in the text, they should be numbered with Arabic numerals; when
used in tables footnotes should be designated by the asterisk, double asterisk,
dagger, double dagger, and section in this sequence as needed.

The author's name and the figure number should be written on the back
of copy for each figure. Do not put legends into or on the figure, either
front or back. Type all legends, double spaced, properly numbered to
correspond to the figures, on a separate sheet of your manuscript. Graphs
and drawings should be inked (India ink) with fairly heavy lines and with
lettering of fairly uniform size. Photographic prints should be submitted
nn gloss-finish paper.

Tables should each be placed on a separate page. The general form of
tables should comply with that of tables in this issue.

The authors name and address should be clearly indicated. The editor
and the secretary should be advised immediately if there is a change of
address.
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The citation of literature should follow the form used in the present
issue. Literature ·cited should be typed double spaced. Give complete

. citations: author, year, title, journal name, volume number, and Inclusive
pages. Do not list references unless they are cited In the text. The
abbreviations used in literature cited are those given in "List ot periodicals
abstracted by Chemical Abstracts" published by the American Chemical
Society, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.

Before submitting a paper to the editors tor publication in the
Proceeding8, the author should have it read critically by not less than two
qualified workers in the area ot knowledge in which the paper falls.
The approval ot these readers should be indicated on a page attached to
the manuscript.

Volume XXXIII of the Proceedings of the Oklahoma Academy of

Science was mailed on April 20, 1954.
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